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Thursday,

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Army Summons Wit·ness
charged in the case, Medina has
retained one of the nation's
foremost criminal lawyers, F.
Lee Bailey of Boston, to
represent him. Bailey, who has
said Medina gave no orders to
shoot civilians at Song My, will
accompany him to the hearing
at the Defense Department.
One of Medina's platoon
leaders, 1st Lt. William L.
Calley Jr., has been charged by
the Army with murdering at
least 109 civilians at Song My
on March 16, 1968. His
courtmartial is expected to
begin in March.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Building. Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
169, afternoons preferably or mail.
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
Classified Advertising
per word and the minimum numbe• of
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N,M, 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of ndvertisement.

1)

PERSONALS

DEADLINE for inserting classified 8 :80
p.m.-will go in next dny'a Lobo.
Sand and Sun in OLD TOWN is your
headquarters !or groovy Leather Pants.
Fringe Jackets, Fringe Vests, nnd
Fringe Handbags, 243-7909.
NEED A RIDE HOME for the Christmas
holidays 'l Find one with the Lobo Classified Ads.
SENIOR-Be sure to have your class picture taken for the Mirag-e. No charge-three poses, three prints. Pictures taken
at UNM Photo Service. Call 277-5743 to
schedule.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. Share
two-bedroom house near UNM,_ Phone
265-0764.12/8
GffiLS I Coffee, Tea or You? Be a woman
of the world. Be a TWA Hostess. Attend
recruiting tea Saturday, December 6, 2-4
p.m. 1701 Mesa Vista NE. 12/8
OPENINGS on business staff of experimental campus publiMtion:
flexible
hours· variable• work schedule. Rm. 206
Journalism Bldg,
MARRIED COUPLES: Watch sales demonstration. Earn. $5. No obligation.
Phone 299-8615. 12/4
WANTED: ride to eastern Pennsylvania
for Christmas holidays. Call, 242-2481
after 4:30. 12/4
URGENT-need ride to ConnecUcult for
Christmas vncntion. Share expenses.
842-8629 or 268·4958. 12/10

2)

LOST&FOUND

l•'OUND: At Univ. Stadium a 1969 class

ring from DeWitt Clinton H.S. Owner
may claim by contacting Coach Hackett
at Johnson Gym.

LOST: Two silver rings, one with blue
stone: one ·with purple oval stone.. Sentimental \':due. Reward. Call 842-9941.
12/8

3)

SERVICES

BE SURE to check the Lost & Found
service in the lobby of the SUB for
your lo3t it.emtJ,

\ who cares about a

35 year old virgin?

FOR SALE

5)

BLACK PERSIAN LAMB short coat. In
good condition. Inquire at 242·1557.
LOTUS CORTINA. DOHC 4, dual webers,
rebuilt engine and transmission, .radio,
heater. Best offer. 344·7812.
1967 COUGAR-16,000-$1950 289 Engine
3~speed, console rndio, naugahydc, tnn
inside/out. Wonderful cart Super de..
pendnbility. Bart: 298-7791, 266·2905,
277-6236. 12/5
NEED EXTRA CHRISTMAS MONEY1
Sell it in the Lobo Classified Ads.
COMPLETE HI-FI SOUND SYSTEM: 40
watt stereo nmplifier, AR-4 spcnkers.
Garrard changer, Pickering cartridge,
2os-szu. 121s
1965 CHEVROLET IMPALA: 4 Door
Sports Sedan, 327 Engine, original
owner, excellent condition, radio-beaternir conditioning-power steering. nutomntic transmission, call 247-3658. Ask·
lng $1,165.00. 12/B
MADLY IN LOVE1 "Orange Blossom"
~~J~cment ring. Snve ;$$. 842-8210.
DODGE: 1963 Carryall: 4 speed, 6 cylinder,
verytough.877-3856.12/8
SCIENCE & ENGINEERING BOOKS
from JPL Library. CasaGrande Bookstore, 3110 Edith NE, 12/8
SIGNATURE PORTABLE TYPEWRITER, carrying case. Perfect condition.
$60. Call 242-1096. 12/8
FURNITURE: Couchs $50 & 58: Chairs
$18 & $12; :Maple Table $20: l!efrigcr·
ntor $35; Elecw Stove $3G: Beds; Pool~
Ping Pong Table $60; Violin, Guitar,
T.V. $20. 298-9342. 12/8
LATE MODEL '68 TRIU111PH 500.
$750.00. can 255-7121 after six. 12/10
1968 OPEL KADET 1600, 2 dr,. excellent
condition, still on factory warranty,
$1,295. 277-2581. 12110
ONE PUREBRED WHIPPET female
puppy with papers and sham. 545.00,
Call 265-6548.
TWO SPAULDING Pancho Gonzalca ten·
nis rackcta: one strung with tournament
gut-516.00: on strung with heavy duty
nylon-$7.00: also one omnll wooden art
cas<>-$160.00. Call after 9 p.m. daily or
all day weekends 265-6548,
AWARD WINNING. hand crafted dolls of
all kinds. Call 256·8043. 12/10

s)

EMPLOYMENT

NEW COMPANY We offer interesting
PR type work evenings for personable
attractive
woman.
Goodand
earning
po!ential. Guaranteed
salary
commis•ions.
For appointment call Artiquc Photos.
266-2815 8:30 a.m.-5:00p.m. 12/8
Need waitresses, bartendera, cooks nnd
FULL
AND
PART-TIII!E
help
wanted.
busboys.
Prefer'
21 or over.
EXJ><!'rie:n~e
not needed. Call Dave Valde-z,. Pepino1s
Pizza Joint, 8700 Menaul NE. 2~~·6666.
12/8

Lithographs
Clinton Adams, dean of the
college of fine arts, and Garo
Antreasian, professor of art at
UNM, are showing lithographs
in the Southwest Prints and
Drawings Annual in Dallas.
Three Antreasian lithographs
and two by Adams are
included in the exhibition at
the Dallas Museum of Fine
Arts.
Antreasian has also had a
one-man show at Gallery
Editions Limited in Indianapolis
and participated in a three-man
exhibition at the Philadelphia
Print Club,
His lithographs have also
been shown in the Invitational
Print Exhibition at the
University of Delaware, the
Sculptural Graphics Exhibition
at California State, Los
Angeles, and Prints Multiples
Invitational at Henry Gallery,
University of Washington, where
he also wrote an article for the
exhibition catalog,
Antreasian also served on
the jury for the recent
Wisconsin Art Salon at the
University of Wisconsin in
Madison and lectured for three
days at the Festival of the
Arts in Oshkosh, Wis.
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University President Ferrel
Heady has directed the UNM
personnel staff and
University attorneys to
conduct an "in-depth study"
of the question of collective
bargaining rights for Physical
Plant custodians.
Heady ordered the study
as the result of a request
from Communications
Workers of America (CWA)
for recognition as collective
bargaining agent for Physical
Plant custodians.
In a memorandum to vice
presidents, deans, and
directors yesterday, Heady
said, "Following a
preliminary study, I have

Using both still and movi~g
pictures, some ~n ~olor,, Resna1s
provides deep ms1ght mto the
nightmare world of Hitler's
concentration camps.

Law Interviews
John G. Murphy Jr.,
professor of law at Georg~town
University Law Center Will be
interviewing prospective law
students Friday, Dec. 12.
Murphy will be recruiting
students for the Center for the
1971-72 year. He will be in
Room 120 of the Law Building
from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.

Of Bargaining Rights For Physical Plant
directed Larry Yehle,
director of personnel, to
answer the request for
recognition from ·cwA and
inform them that because of
the complexity of the
situation, the personnel staff
and the University attorneys
will make an in-depth st~dy
of the matter."
Bailey Asks Meeting
CWA representative
Jerome Bailey said last night
he would try to schedule a
meeting with UNM
administrators to discuss the
matter."! want to see just
who we are dealing with,"
Bailey said.
Bailey wrote a lettar to

NEW

Quakers
The
UNM
Quaker
Association will hold an
organizational meeting Friday at
8 p.m. at 815 Girard N.E.

MEXICO

Vol. 73

Radio Club

An exchange student for
Grambling College in Louisiana
is being sought by the UNM
student affairs office.
A . student from Grambling
has already been picked to
come here and UNM needs to
find an exchange student soon.
Anyone interested should
contact the office of Harold
Lavendar, vice president for
student affairs.
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Welcome Lobes
For All Your Car
Care Needs
Visit

5.25 Grams

JOHN'S DEEP ROCK
SERVICE
501 Yale S.E.
(Just 5 blks. South
of Central)
Ask About Our 2¢ Discount
Per Gallon

kopy korner
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
spec'1al rates far dissertations-required paper supp· lied free

Lobo photo by Chester Painter

Tuning In

Lost in the works, an expert tunes the gigantic pipe organ
located in the Fine Arts Center on campus. .Potential volume
is unlimited.

other locations in Winrock Center,
National Building & 120Madeira NE

rfi~1~lms~:e~v~e~r:·~m~a~d~e~·=======~~==~================~~~~~~~~~
NEW MEXICO LOBO .
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs f1ve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's lOwords 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Persona Is
5. For Sale

2. lost & round
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT lHE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---liMES STARTING _ __

ENCLOSED$·----

No. 57

Samples of lunar rocks and sediment from the Apollo
11 flight will be on display this Sunday in· the UNM
Fine Arts Center foyer from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Since mid-September, the rocks have been tested and
analyzed by a team of researchers, headed by Klaus
Keil, professor of geology and director of the institute
of meteoritics at UNM.
In addition to the moon samples, there will be a
slide show explaining the research being conducted by
Keil, and at 30-minute movie, "Apollo 11: A Step for
All Mankind." It will be shown continuously duri11g the
how'S of the public exhibit.

Travelstead
Asks l:xpanded

Branch .College
FIRST and GOLD • ALBUQUERQ!JE

I[ _____

Call 255-6364

Dr. Patricia Mershon of the
Mental Development Center and
Mrs. Jo Thomasson of the
Albuquerque Public Schools will
be speakers at Student Council
for Exceptional Children
meeting on Dec. 12 at 7:30
p.m. in the Kiva. All persons
interested in learning mor.e
about exceptional children and
in working with such children
in the community are invil;ed
to attend.

SIMMS BUILDING

Postpones Discussions
In the final paragraph of
the memorandum, Heady
said, "Until these and other
questions are resolved, it
would seem inappropriate for
the University to enter into
discussions relative to a
co II e ctive bargaining
agreement."

j.

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE
Global Van Lines Agent
All Types Moving &: Storage
Moving Is Our Only Business
For Free Estimates

Exceptional Children

by Alain Resnais, the French
director who also did
"Hiroshima, Mon Amour" and
"Last Year at Marienbad." The
magazine "Sight and Sound"
ranks it among the 25 best

complicated to apply to the
University situation in the
absence of applicable state
legislation," Heady said,
Heady also said there is
some question as to the
appropriateness of the CWA
to represent the Physical
Plant custodial employees.

'i

Exchange Student

Two documentary films
about Nazi Germany, including
one made by the Nazi Party
itself, will be shown tonight.
The program' at 7:30 in the
Union Ballroom features "The
Triumph of the Will" and
"Night and Fog." It is
s p o n s o r e d
b y
t h e
National/International Affairs
Committee. There will be a 50
h
cent admission c arge.
"The Triumph of the Will"
is a documentary produced by
the party under the artistic
direction of Leni Riefenstahl. It
records the events of the Sixth
Nazi Party Congress in
Nuremberg in 1934.
F rom th e f oo t age o f th e
carefully staged pageantry of
the congress to the concluding
speeches by Hitler, Rudolph
Hess,
and· others, the film · gives
h
t e
V I e W e r
a
U n I q Ue
opportunity to see the Nazi
movement through its own
eyes.
The companion film, "Night
and Fog," was made in 1955

bargaining agreement,"
No State Legislation
Heady said although a
public employees' bill had
been considered in the last
session of the legislature,
there is still an absence of
state legislation which
provides for collective
bargaining in public bodies.
"The University," Heady
said, "as a p~blic body, .is
exempt from the National
Labor Relations Act (NLRA)
which monitors collective
bargaining agreements."
''Ordinary collective
bargaining procedures present
in both private and p~blic
se_ctor are extremely

University Schedules,··
Lunar Rock Display

$10

rents tux;edos

Physical Plant Director
Myron F. Fifield on Nov,
21 tn which he said a
majority of the custodians in
the Physical Plant
Department had designated
CWA as their collective
bargaining agent.
Bailey also asked for a
meeting with the University
administration to discuss an
agreement for recognition
and wages, hours, and
working conditions of the
employees.
Heady said he ordered
the study because "there is
some question as to the
University's legal right to
enter into any collective

The organizational meeting
of the UNM amateur radio
club will be held Friday at 7
p.m. in Room 143A of the
Farris Engineering Center.

ASUNM Film ~chel
Committee

Saturday,
7 & 10 p.m.
Sunday,
6 & 9 p.m.
50c with ID

l-leady Requests In-Depth Study

Recruiting U

Campus
Briefs

CAN USE two college men, sophomores
and up, $66.91 per Week plus scholarship,
Call 242·6364 Friday only. 12/4
INTERESTED in saving n.nd making
money? Call Gary Gillespie-243-0995.
1/14

going to an

4, 1969
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Commander to Testify on Song My
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
Army Wed-nesday summoned
Capt. Ernest A, Medina,
commander of the .company,
involved in the alleged Song
My massacre, to testify before
a special Pentagon board.
Medina, now stationed at Ft.
Benning, Ga,, was called to
testify Thursday before a board
created to determine whether
military authorities adequately
investigated charges of mass
murders at Song My, or
whether there was a coverup of
the affair.
Although he has not been

Decemb~r

PLACED BY-------·---~

Programs

Chester Travelstead, academic vice
president, has requested the creation
of four faculty committees to study
the feasibility of UNM establishing a
junior college in northern New Mexico
and expanding the services provided
by the University's two-year school at
Gallup.
Travelstead, in a presentation to a
joint meeting of the Committee on
the University, Committee on the
Enhancement of the Educational
Process, and the Faculty Policy and
Curricula Committees Wednesday, said
the University must make a. decision
within . the "near future" about
whether or not it wants to become
involved in offering "sub-bachelor"
degrees for technical and
sub-professional courses of study.
"Failing to. Meet Needs"
Travelstead told the committees the
Gallup branch of UNM ill failing to
meet the "needs of that area." The
school offers only freshman and
sophomore preparatory courses at the
present time.

•

The 5.25 gram sample of moon dust has been tested
to determine its composition as a key to discovering the
conditions under which the dust was formed. Both
UNM's $110,000 electron microprobe, and a $25,000
laser probe have been used in the work.
Keil, with scientists in all disciplines from around the
world, will deliver his findings at a conference Jan. 5
through 10 at the Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston,
Texas.
No quarantine measures were necessary in bringing
the samples to UNM. It had undergone all possible
safeguards in Houston, said Keil in September after his
trip to the Space Center to pick up the lunar dust.
Crystalline

The rocks and dust, which are crystalline and
resemble volcanic basalt, were kept in a plastic vial. The
vial was insulated with a layer of nitrogen gas an4
another airtight plastic container for its transportation
from Houston to UNM.
Assisting Keil with this three month investigation are
Martin Prinz, professor at Tufts University in New York,
Kenneth Snetsinger and 'rheodore Bunch, professo.rs
working with the Ames Research Center, a NASA lab m
California.
The display Sunday is the first time the samples have
been on public display. There is no admission charge.

"It's my opinion the Gallup
program has got to go beyond this
and offer sub-professional and
para-technical courses," he said,
In a memorandum to the
committees Travelstead said, "About
two years ago the general faculty
approved the establishment o£ a UNM
branch college at Gallup, with the
stipulation that only 'academic' or
'transfer type' courses be given.
One Year Operation
"After one year of operation on
this basis, we (the University
administration.) find that . there is an
urgent need for technical training in
the Gallup area in addition to
lower-division work in a four•year
baccalaureate program.
.
.
"Therefore, to meet the needs of
those requiring a terminal program at
the technical level, the Gallup btanch
should be authorized to give associate
degrees in such are"as as training of
teachers' and nurses' aidlls, and
medical and. engineering . technicians."
Travelstead's memorandum also says

if a branch college is established in
northern New Mexico it must offer
technical as well as academic courses.
Expand Levels
He also requested the committees
to look into the possibility of offering
an expanded level of two-year
associate degree courses on the UNM
campus.
Currently there is only one such
course on the UNM campus, an
Associate in Arts in Human Services.
In addition, however, there are
certificates a"":arded in dental hygiene
and a secretar1al program.
Travelstead told the committees
they should consider changing those
two courses from certificate to
associate of arts degree status.
"In addition," he said, "the
Albuquerque metropolitan area, with
the greatest concentration of
population and industry. in the state"
also "needs technical training programs
even more than Galfup or northern
New Mexico.

NE\N
a-MEXICD
WAYNE CIDDIO
Editor

GRANT HARVEY
Managing Editor

The New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regular week of the Univer·
sity year by the Board of Student Pub.
licationo of the Associated Students of
the University o~ .New Mexico, and is not
financially assoellated with UNM, Printed
by the UNM Printi11g Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New.
Mexico, 87106. Su4lscription role is $7
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo ore those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
uf the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing nec~ssarily represents the views
of the Auociated Students or of the Uni·
versify of New Mexico,
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The Tangled Wire
(A Biased Analysis)

.
By DAVID McCORMICK
The Pentagon has called Captain Medina to find out
why "no report of the alleged massacre was made and
why no disciplinary action was taken." Why don't they
Vol. 73, No. 57
Friday, December 5, 1969
ask the Commanding General of the America! Division?
He's the one who buried the report filed on April 24,
Lobo Review
1968, with no action. Is Medina's testimony intended to
bury this report still further?
NATO has given the OK on the use of tactical
nuclear weapons on East Europe in the event of "a
major Communist attack." Tactical nuclear weapons,
folks, are the kind we used on Hiroshima and
... 'By STEPHEN M. PART
The outstanding medium in at one time and do a good job this time. His prints have been Nagasaki ...
Direct off the UPI wore: "the fierce-eyed leader of a
the Faculty Show now up in - make a "thing" for yourself getting progressively bigger the
the Fine Arts Gallery is clearly and stick too it (except for last few years and now they Hippie cult suspected of killing actress Sharon Tate ... "
minor digressions) is the advice are a wopping big, The sepia
photography. Photography at of
this art department. Mr. color adds a certain feeling of Come on, people - is the man being tried for murder,
UNM has pretty much come
Coke
ought follow some of age to the interiors and a three or for having long hair?
into its own because o;f the
and
either do what he dimensionality to the portraits.
this
Taking the Credit
e;f;forts of art department
by
Cavie
Ketchum
seems
to
be
does
well
as
evidenced
Nixon: "For years, politicians have promised the
chairman Van Deren Coke.
the excellent color photograph leaning out at you from the
But out of "Five Untitled - or become a print maker, lawn.
moon. I'm the first one to be able to deliver it." He
Photographs" displayed by
who's going to
Lazorik's interiors are also promised Vietnam withdrawal Coke only one needed no whether by means of
deliver
that?
photographic
processes,
thoughtful.
The
portraits
should
darkroom tricks to be new,
whatever, but stop remain in his wopping big
First the Pueblo, now a reconnaissance helicopter.
original, dynamic, and the usual lithography,
the
pretentions
at being a scrap book at home.
etceteras. This one color
And
in both instances, the U.S. government admitted it
Richard Rudisill makes me
photograph is essentially the photographer and at his
had
violated
international law, and then turned around
same play on reality that the supposed expansion of limits to wish I'd bought Xerox at ten,
the medium.
He has taken Cavie Ketchum's and renounced the admission. How does that differ
Mickey Moused, chemical
stained, solarized, and again the
Jim Kraft also manipulates recognition of Xerox as camera from the two·facedness we accuse the Soviets of
of several years ago, and so a pursuing?
usual etceteras as the other ' photographs. And yet his are possible
artist's tool, and done
photographs are, but it is appealing. He seems to bring a some anti-art, I'm afraid he
The National Commission on Causes and Prevention
reality. It seems insightful sense of humor to his work didn't mean it that way, but of Violence has concluded protest demonstrations are
ltecause of Mr. Coke's ability and so seems less pompous. His then Marcel Duchamp way
most apt to become violent when society does not
to record it from reality rather work says he is warm and
than retreating to the darkroom inventive, and hardly concerned . back then was saying all along protect an individual's or a group's right to free speech
·h h
everything can be art and pouring a little potassium Wit
is own image, only the Rudisill's Xerox isn't as fun as and assembly.
of this or nitrate of that until images he produces. He's great M
Political Victory
arcel's urinal, and then again
· the desired effect (accident?) is - see the show if only for
Italy's
highest
court has ruled it is no crime for a
reached.
Kraft's masterful manipulations. maybe Rudisill has shown
Duchamp wrong - it ain't all wife to commit adultery or for a husband to keep a
One can't be in two boats
Rod Lazorik goes really big art.
mistress ...
Are There NO Civilians in Vietnam?
Media commentators claim a political victory for
Nixon in the Congressional endorsement of his war
policy: "The Communists 'would now realize, ·so went
the argument, that America was not deeply divided over
the basic issues of peace." Which, of course, is patent
baloney - the Communist position is that the Congress
does not accurately reflect the desires of the people and since Nixon was, after all, elected on a platform of
peace, then 'twould seem to be the case ...
Interesting to note that former Senator Brewster,
charged with receiving a bribe, is out of the country
presently ...
See No Evil .••
Captain Ernest Medina: "I did not see a slaughter,
and no~e was ordered by me or reported to me."
Austm city fathers have decided to hold the number
of 1969 peace marches down to two . . . April and
October ...
In Abilene, seven Mexican-American students have
fil_ed . a suit against the Abilene Independent School
D1stnct
for not allowing them excused absences for an
(1;;bni;JXJ.!'!~lb:c 7.!i<'AX'A'.~U!;;:)1D m.;"""'
Oct. 21 boycott and preventing them from speaking
Spanish outside classrooms.
Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone 1505) 277-4102, 277-4202

Photography Is Medium

Clir~

Cal President Acquitted

BERKELEY, Cal.-(CPS)Dan Siegal, the president of
the student body at Berkeley
who was suspended by
President Roger Heyns for his
activity in the People's Park
riots last May, was acquitted of
criminal charges here last week,
Siegal's lawyer, Malcolm
Burnstein, claimed he was
victorious "in proving that the
riots were police riots and
nothing else."
In his opening remarks and
summation, Burnstein a.sked the
twelve jurors to vindicate the
students and street people who
were "mercilessly victimized"
by "mad police" and to acquit
Siegal of inciting a riot,
Burnstein contended that the
only violence that ensued was
the direct responsibility of the
police and university
administration.
The prosecution had asked
for Siegal's conviction on the
basis of a statement he made
at a rally in Sproul Plaza just

NEWS EDITOR
CAMPUS EDITOR
REVIEW EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
COPY EDITORS:
STAFF WRITERS

MORNING EDITORS
PHOTOGRAPHER

before thousands marched to
the park: "Let's go down and
take the park."
Burnstein proved that
Siegal's phrase "take the park"
did not mean take the park by
violence, but contained a more
abstract meaning. Numerous
witftesses called by the defense,
including Berkeley city
councilman Ron Dellums,
testified that Siegal has always
professed non-violence in any
political confrontation. Siegal
himself testified that he meant
"a political takeover" as one
would assert their political
rights in an election by "taking
it over,"
The jur-y apparently
concurred with Burnstein's
analysis that the . riot was, in
fact, provoked and sustained by
police.
Burnstein has vowed to sue
Heyns if the President still
refuses to re-instate Siegal as
president of the Associated

Students. Siegal has been
functioning as the student body
head, and support for him has
come from all the eight
University of California
campuses in the form of
resolutions by the respective
student senates. 1
So far Heyns has taken no
new initiatives in the matter.
He suspended Siegel after a
student-faculty-administrative
court found him guilty of
provoking the distrubances
during the summer.

Editor:
Center of Power

To the Editor:
Nixon's speech convinced us
it was important to attend the
Moratorium in Washington, and
apparently a million other
Americans reacted the same
way. Though Moratorium was
submerged by moonshot, and
played down by papers
everywhere, the Washington
Post stopped counting at
300,000 people, calling it
The jury verdict indicting "easily the largest ... crowd ever
the Police came a week after assembled in the us ... the
an Alameda County grand jury Monument grounds were so
refused to bring formal charges . filled with people that
aga_inst anyone in the rioting in thousands turned around and
WhiCh one man was killed, at went back ... "
least a dozen wounded
The Washington police were
seriously, and numerous injured marvelous; so was the
:tnd, arrested. The. grand jury, Mobilization Committee which
m tts statement, satd "everyone field~d thousands of youngsters
was Wrong" and criticized the wearing blue armbands inscribed
. police, the administration, the Mobe M~rshall, Mobe Legal,
students, and the street people. Mobe Medical. In the end, New
Mobe and DC police formed a
Mutual
Admiration Society
Sarah Laidlaw
publicly praising each other
'
D.on Burge
We . joined the 48·hour
candlelit Marcb·Against Death;
Stephen Part
demonstrated before the
we
. Charles Wood
H!!1W ~ldg. with Women's
Sandy Schauer, Sue Harvey
L,tb~ratwn; we shared our.
PicniC
goodies . with 3 yippies
Casey Church, Carolyn Babb, Charles Andrews, CICJrk Jermain,
from Pu~due; . we were among
lin Morgan, Barbara Morgan, Bob Whittaker, Sue Major, Holley
5,000 m the Washington
Beckley
.
Cathedral fo't a VN service• we ·
were soaked by Friday's ~ain
Karla Kelley, Jean Lindsey, Judy lindsey
frozen by Saturday'a cold • w~
Chester Painter, Tony Lauderbaugh
bought buttons (HI I'M ' AN
EF'FETTE, IMPUDENT
_,_
INTELLECTU,AL SNOB); w~

STAFF

-

Letters are welcome, and should
be no longer than 250 words tn>eBPa<:ed. Name, telephone number lllld addl'CII8 muat be
included, although name wiD be
withheld upon r<qutllt.

wrltten, double

were welcomed by a young
marcher ("From NM? I
think you're beautiful); we saw
the White House cordoned off
by hundreds of buses
bumper-to-bumper; we chanted,
Why does the President hide
from the people?; we were the
20·30 age group, the
m iddleaged, the hip, . the
straight, blacks and whites,
even VN vets; we sang-along
with Pete Seeger and Arlo
Guthrie; we taunted the
President: 1·2·8·4 Tricky Dick
stop the war; we cheered
McGovern, Goodell, McCarthy,
Geo. Wald, Spock,_ Dick
Gregory, Dave Dellinger,
Caretta King; we were observed
from the skies by Army
'copters, from rooftops by the
Nat' 1 Guard; we smiled to
brighten the files of the FBI;
we felt no fear o£ violence; we
moved to the Monument like
ants on a chocolate cake; we
found not room enough to sit
on the lawns; we felt less
hostility than in our own home
town; We walked the streets in
supplication and politeness,
thrilled by our numbers;. we
Were part of the biggest, the
best, and maybe the last of
the anti-war demonstrations.
"Even great nations make
mistakes (said a plnccard)
Correct them! Would the
Moratorium March help turn
this nation around? That
depends - where is the center
of power l:'eally to be found?
(Mrs.) Evelyn M. Mather
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Letter Cites Terror, Oppression

Vietnam Editor Writes Americans

SAIGON - (CPS) - The
following introduction and
accompanying letter were.·
received through peace
movement channels in Canada.
The introduction is by Wilf
Allan, a volunteer worker with
the YMCA stationed here,
·"Le Van Nghia, the author
of the following letter, is a
24-year·old, third-year student
at the Faculty of Letters,
Saigon University and (is)
editor of the school newspaper.
The previous editor, Nguyen
Truong Con, is now serving
five years hard labor on the
notorious prison island of Con
Son as a result of his
involvement with the paper last
year.
"One senses that to Nghia,
who is a cripple, courage
comes naturally. He is a native
of Ben Tre, the Southern town
made famous during the Tet
offensive, when an American
commander delivered the

epitaph, 'It became necessary
to destroy the town to save
it.' As I talked to Nghia and
some of the paper's staff, I
became forceably awar.~ that
the one thing that matters to
these students is to bring an
end to the war. I was asked,
'How would you feel if a
greater power than the U.S.
occupied your land?'
"They face huge obstacles in
their efforts to seek peace.
Government suppression of
their activities and persecution
for their views is a grim threat
to live with. Since Law 10·68
was passed last year prohibiting
assemblies of more than three
people, says one student, 'No
one knows exactly how many
students have been arrested,
but there have been very
many.'
"Hundreds of students, now
in prison, never hope to see a
trial, Many of them are moved
from prison to. prison to

English 'Music l-lall Set
Converts Rodey Theatre
A gilt trimmed false
proscenium, 500 light bulbs,
and a wing and border set will
transform ltodey Theatre into a
third rate English music hall
Wednesday through Saturday
(Dec. 10·13) when the
University theater stages "The
Entertainer," second production
of the Rodey season.
John Osborne's brilliant and
often bitter play centers on an
aging song·and·dance man for
whom success has always been
just around the corner.
As in vaudeville, Britain's
Angry Young Playwright
separates his drama into scenes
called "turns." Alternately, the
audience sees Archie Rice in
"turn" at the music hall and
at home with his family in
their seedy lodging bouse.
Scene designer E. (Skip)
Schulte employs a scrim curtain
to separate the two locales.
I~or
the music hall, he has
built a runway out over the
orchestra pit on which Archie
hoofs his way through the stale
routines and on which the
"New'd Look" chorus girls
parade their charms.
The 500 low wattage light
bulbs outline the elaborate false
prosc-.enium arch, the · runway,
and also illuminate the "turn
boxes" at either side of the
stage which announce the acts.
When the locale shifts to
the lodging house, Schulte flies
the scrim to reveal the Rice
family living room. Here
Archie, his alcoholic wife, and
his ancient father mull over the
realities of their life over
countless gin drinks. Together
with Archie's son and daughter,
they wait for a War Office
telegram about a second son

reported missing in the Suez
crisis.
Three revolving platforms
constitute the living room,
defined by cut away door
frames against a cyclorama. The
major playing area is an
egg-shaped disc about eight by
12 feet and elevated 14 inches
off the stage floor. On either
side are two smaller platt'orms,
circular in shape, which provide
a lower playing area.
Heading the cast of 12 is
Flynn O'Malley as Archie Rice.
His wife Phoebe is played by
Sheriden Thomas, last seen in
the title role of "Antigone."
Ken Walston plays Archie's
father, "a fine figure of a
m:1n," who, unlike his son, was
once a successful headliner in
the golden days of the music
hall. Jay Price and Maureen
Dolan will net the roles of
Archie's son and daughter.
Also in the cast are James
Sandiford and Tony Bruskas, as
well as a bevy of music hall
girls.
Reservations may be made
by calling Rodey Theatre box
office (277-4402) from 2:30 to
5:30 week day afternoons.
Curtain time is 8:15 p.m.

prevent them from forming any ·
contacts with the outside
world. To their families and
friends they often cease to
exist.
"I am told it is not
uncommon to have 'some·
families with four or five sons
and daughters in prison.' Two
men are pointed out on the
street outside the office; 'They
follow us when we go
anywhere.' They consider. it a
matter of time before 'the
government decides something
we have printed is too strong
and comes and arrests us,' A
special problem is 'the police
informers who pose as
students.'
"The game they are playing
is as real as the violence of
the war that is going on
around them and the stakes
they are putting up against the
price of peace can include their
lives. Le Van Nghia's letter to
the American students is a
sincere representation of the
feelings and hopes of the
V i e t n a m e se
s t u d'e n t
community."
The letter .reads as follows:
"To our American Student
Friends,
"Dear Friends,
"I am writing these lines
from Southern Vietnam, from a
land which is like a furnace
resounding with bullets and
bombs, blood, fire, and sudden
death.
"The frightening
circumstances of war are with
us daily, but we know we still
have some American friends,
the brothers of those who are
forced to come here and shed
their blood and meet a tragic
death. If the warfare does not
end, I worry about the fate of ·
my people, and I also endlessly
have painful thoughts about
you. Maybe you will be forced

to come over here, following
the steps of your older friends.
What will happen? I am moved
and I want to cry.
"My American friends!
"Vietnamese students look
upon you with affection and
full of hopefulness. The
students of southern Vietnam
admire your work. You have
d a .r e d t o struggle , to
demonstrate, and to call on the
American government to end
the war in Vietnam.
"You have requested the
government to bring home your
beloved American youth to end
the useless sacrifices of blood 1
to avoid the destruction of a
friendly country by sowing the
seeds of racial extermination on
your friends who were born in
this country· and who are of
the same generation as you.
The whole world looks in your
direction :with faith and
appreciation,
"Friends, you have the
intelligence and compassion for
humanity in this dehumanized
20th century - the age of the
machine.
"Dear friends,
"It pains me to talk of

these things with you. Surely
you have asked yourself many
times why you and the young
people of the ~~orld are
demonstrating, appealing for an
end to the war, calling for
peace while we, the Vietnamese
students, are quiet and passive..
If vou understand us you will
. know how painful it is for us ·we spend many long 'tearful
nights. Here we have suffered
under the law, from the armed
terror and experience harsh
oppression in arrests, detention
and ruthless beatings."
Le Van Nghia
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Regents Will Determine Fate of N.M. Quarterly

2400 Central SE Across From Campus

meeting of the Regents that
the special meeting would
probably be only a "re·he&ring"
of the case and that the
Regents were in no way bound
to re·vote on the issue.
Distribution of the
Winter-Spring issue of the
magazine was halted last
summer when University
President Ferrel Heady ordered
1111 co pies of the magazine
which had not yet been
distributed be locked up.
Heady's order was later
upheld by the Regents.
The original decision to
suppress the magazine was
based on the grounds it
contains obscene material.
The request to re-hear the
case c&me earlier this year
when the Faculty Policy
Committee (FPC) and the
Regents met informally to
review the situation. The FPC
and the Publications
Committee, which has general
overall responsibility for the
Quarterly, have termed its
suppression a direct threat to
academic freedom.
Members of both committees
also question whether Heady
and the Regents exceeded their
authority in banning
distribution of the Quarterly.
Members of the two
committees have also said the
question of who is responsible
for what the Quarterly contains
ultimately lies with the faculty
and not with the · Regents or
the University administration.
'l'omorrow's discussion of the
issue, however, is expected to
center around "philosophical"
reasons for releasing the
magazine. Marion Cottrell,
chairman of the FPC, said in a
letter to the Regents earlier
this year that the issue had
become controversial partly
because of the lack of clear
guidelines of responsibility in
the past.
Because of
these
"inadequacies," Cottrell's letter
said, the situation has been one
of' confusion. "If any
inadequacies exist, they exist in

We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340
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VIP BUGGY
in. VIP

coJ;~dition

too. 66 TBIRD Landau 2-dr hardtop.
Among it's many features are
all-power accessories includi~g
windows, seat, factory air, automatic cruise speed control, radio,
stereo tape deck, white walls,
1:0pper with black vinyl top, real
chance to get a prestige car at
a real savings!

The question of whether the
New Mexico Quarterly, UNM's
erstwhile literary magazine, will
or will not be distributed may
be decided once and for all
tomorrow at a special meeting
of the University Regents.
The meeting, which will be
held at 10 a.m.. in the Council
Room of the 'Union, however,
will not necessarily lead to a
revote on whether or not to
release the Quarterly or to
continue its suppression,
Regents President Arturo
Ortega said at the November

FASHION ClEANERS
Quality Cleaning
Shirts Done To
Perfection
Alterafions &Tailoring

Only $2395

TOYOTA CITY

10% Student Discount

1100 RIO GRANDE NW
1349 Son Mateo S.E.
255-2700

Country Barn
Fish Dinner Special
Every Friday All Day
Tender pieces of Boneless Cod Filet,
deep fried to a golden brown, crisp
French fries, tangy tartar sauce and
toast.

ONLY59c
Eat in our large dining room or take it home

CALLING U
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Friday, Dec. 6
GMC: Union, Room 140; 6:30 p.m.

You Have Time
Before 2nd
Semester
to Enroll In

Bbu:k Student Union; Union, Lobo
Room; 7 p.m.
Movie, "The Dny the Earth Stood Still";
Union Theater: 7 nnd 10 p.m.
Rndlo Club organizational meeting; Far-

ris Engjneerlng Center, Room 143A; 7
p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 6
Movie, •'.RacbeJ, Rachel": Union Theater;
7 and 10 p.m.
Dasketball games; University Arena; preliminary srnmc, Freshman vs.. House of
Carpets:, 6 p.m.; varaity game, UN.M vs.
Oregon, 8:05 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 7
Svort Parachute Club; Belen Drop Zone:
8:30a.m.
Movie, otRachel, Rachel''; Union Theater;

.,.._.

6 and 9

Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics(R)

p.m.

~.,_,._.,_,,_

the 1a ck of specific policy
statements or procedural
guidelines (about what
University publications should
or should not contain) from
the faculty, administration, and
Regents,"
Cottrell's letter also said that
as a result of the current
confusion over University
publication practices the FPC
had est&blished an ad hoc
student ·faculty -administration
committee to study publications
policies.
That committee, he said,
would be charged with the
responsibility of clarifying the
"present functions of the
Publications Committee together
with the broader proportions of
trying to formulate University
policy with respect to the
learned publications, to make
recommendations for
maintaining quality without
stifling controversy, and
particularly to give
consideration to the problem of

NEW
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WORLD NEWS
Pre-Dawn Raid
CHICAGO UPI
Black
Panthers and police fought a
15-minute gun battle Thursday
when police raided a Panther
stronghold to search for
weapons. Two Black Panthers,
including the party's Illinois
chairman, were killed and four
were wounded.
Two members of the state's
attorney's police force were
wounded - neither seriously in the gunfight on Chicago's
West Side.
The dead were Fred
Hampton, 22, head of the
party in Illinois, and Mark
Clark, 22, Peoria, Ill.,
downstate leader of the black
militant organization.
Three persons, one a girl
said to be about eight months
pregnant, were taken into
custody by police at the scene
an apartment on West
Monroe Street about one-half
block from the Black Panther
headquarters.
Fourteen policemen went to
the apartment shortly before 5
a.m. after receiving reports
from informers that sawed-off
shotguns and other illegal
weapons were cached there.
They were armed with a search
warrant signed by Criminal
Court Judge Robert Collins,
Sgt. Dan Groth, who Jed the
raid, said he knocked on the
door and received the response,
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CLASS STARTS

Dec. 6 to Jan. 24

{Saturday 9-12 noon)
<,,

Prepare for finals, Raise your gradepoint,
Cut your study time
(as low as $10.88 a

month)

fo1' Christmas
Ametica's Oldest
Mar!wt Place

Call Ann or Pam
265-6761
Lyc::eum-207 Dartmouth Dr< NE

professional security of faculty
who may be editors, authors,
or artists of work which might
be construed as controversial."
The ad hoc committee,
however, will not look .into the
matter of the Quarterly, nor
should its establishment be
construed as a criticism of the
current Publications Committee,
Cottrell said.
"We (the FPC) believe that
the (Publications) Committee
functioned responsibly and that
its actions were consistent with
its practice in its advisory role
to the University Press," when
it approved the Winter-Spring
issue of the Quarterly,
"As the decisions (about
what would be included in the
Quarterly) were not arrived at
in a capricious, unfair, or
arbitrary manner, the FPC
requests that the Regents of
UNM now allow the
distribution of the
Quarterly," the letter says,

"Who's there?" He said he
identified himself as a police
officer.
When repeated knocks
brought no further response, he
said, he forced open the door
with his shoulder and entered
the darkened apartment.
Police said a woman lying in
bed in the living room opened
fire on them with a shotgun
and they returned the fire.
Then "eight or nine individuals
began firing with carbines,
shotguns and handguns," police
said.
Groth said he several times
"asked all gunfire to stop and
asked everyone to throw up
their hands and lay down their
ammunition.'' Each time a
voice from the back room
shouted, "Shoot it out," he
said.
Finally all the Black
Panthers surrendered. Hampton's
body was found in a rear
bedroom, a .45 caliber pistol in
his hand and a shotgun by his
side, police said.
Bobby Rush, deputy minister
of defense for the Illinois
Black Panthers, called the
deaths of Hampton and Clark
"vicious murder.'' He charged
that Hampton was slain while
he slept in bed.
In San Francisco, the Black
Panther party's attorney,
Charles Garry, cited the
shootout deaths of the two
Panthers in Chicago as part of
a deliberate extermination
policy. He said he would go
before the United Nations and
charge the United States with
"genocide" of militant blacks.

No March
AUSTIN, Tex. UPI - The
Austin City Council voted 5·2
Thursday to deny a parade
permit for a march by antiwar
demonstrators Dec. 12.
Councilman Jay Johnson
told members of the Student
Mobilization Committee, "I
think the city has been more
than just in granting your
organization permitg "
Several thousand people
marched in the Mobilization
Committee's Oct. 15 parade.
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Jewish Organization Holds Mall Rally

l-lillel Backs Syrian-l-leld Israelis
Hillel, the campus Jewish
'student organization, yesterday
held a rally on the mall to
gather support for two Israeli
citizens held by Syrian
authorities.
The Israeli citizens were held
following the hijacking of a
TWA plane, bound for Tel
Aviv, to Syria. Everyone else
on the plane, including the
crew, were released, The plane
is still impounded in Syria.
A petition supporting Israel
was passed around for signing.
Petition Text
The petition reads:
"We the undersigned, express
our deepest concern for the
security of the fate of Israel

and the safety of Jews in Arab
countries. A real and lasting
peace in the mid -east is vital
to Jews, Arabs, and all
mankind.
"We support the following
stand by B'nai B'rith, identified
for over a century and a
quarter with humanitarian and
just causes and urge:
''1)
Face to face
negotiations between
Israel and .its Arab
neighbors,
"2) The establishment of
secure boundaries,
''3) An end to Arab
terrorism, and,
"4) An end to cease fire
violations.

"We affirm Israel's right to
survive in peace."
Rally Signs
Rally participants held signs
l~eading, "Let my people go,"
"Freedom now," ''Free the
Damascus two, and end·
international hijacking," and
"Damascus two - help them."
David Brown, a student,
spoke at the rally. He said
protests such as the type held
yesterday have "gone across the
nation, and have been held at
over 100 college campuses."
Brown said Albuquerque
Jews consider the imprisoned
Israeli citizens "our brethern,"
and their imprisonment a
"violation" of their rights,

Psychology l:xperiments Give
•
Direct l:xperience tn Research
JJy CAROLYN JJABB
Every year hundreds of
innocent freshmen taking
psychology 101 courses find
themselves faced with the
prospect of being a subject for
a psychology experiment to
earn extra grade points.
Psychology experiments are
known for their mystery and
secretiveness. The average
subject signs up for an
experiment, blindly placing
himself in the experimenter's
hands, and hoping the rumors
of pain and indignity aren't all
true.
The secretiveness is
understandable in that it is
necessary to insure the naivety
of subjects. But the student's
fears of pain and worry about
being a human guinea pig in
most cases are unfounded.
Peder Johnson, assistant

professor of psychology who
coordinates the "subject pool "
said, ''It is the general feeli~g
of the psychology faculty that
students taking psychology
should have direct experience
with the research aspect." He
said students are encouraged
but not required to participate
in research carried on by the
faculty,
Johnson's experiments have
been concerned with how
people learn conceptual
problems, and in particular a
behavior called the rule aspect
- whether a behavior is an
e)Cample of a particular
concept, or the presence of
attributes, and how they are
combined, The combination
defines the rule.
"Subjects are presented a
series of various stimuli,"
Johnson said. "Sometimes we

Purpose of Pep Council
To Promote U NM Spirit
The formation of a Pep
Council has been announced by
Thomas Tabet, chairman of the
Rally Committee.
The purpose of the council,
Tabet said, is to coordinate the
activities of the Cheerleaders,
Chaparrals, UNM band,
students, and alumni.
The Pep Council will consist
of official delegates from
Cheerleaders, Chaparrals, UNM
band, Residents Hall Council,
Inter-Fraternity Council,
Pan-Hellenic Council, Athletic
Department, UNM Boosters,
and alumni. Members of
individual organizations will be
welcome at meetings.
Campus organizations are
requested to select a delegate
to
attend the first
organizational meeting of the
Pep Council on Dec. 11 at 4

p.m., in Room 253 of the
Union.
Questions regarding the Pep
Council should be directed to
Tom Tabet, 247-2148, or a
note left in the Rally
Committee mailbox in the
Union.

T~HIS

get subjects who obviously
aren't trying, and since they
are learning experiments, the
subject has to try for the
experiment to be valid."
Electric Shock
Karl Koenig, assistant
professor of psychology, said
he had run conditioning
experiments using electric shock
in the past "for good reasons."
He said last year and this
year the department is running
a nail-biting experiment. "Of
the people last year who came
in for the experiment and
agreed to the conditions of the
experiment, every person
stopped biting their nails in a
period of five weeks during
which the experiment was
run."
Psychologists Suspicious
"The problem with
psychologists,'' said Koenig, "is
that they're suspicious, even
more than the subjects. We
don't like to talk about the
experiments that might be run
again.''
Henry Ellis, professor of
psychology, said his lab was
interested in all ·phases of
human learning. "One of the
things we're interested in is
memory - how subjects code
stimuli in learning situations,
and store them, and what is
involved in the retrieval of
such situations," he said.

Shlomo Karni of the
electrical engineering
department, said Syria has
made "national heroes" out of
the men who hijacked the Tel
Aviv -bound plane. He urged
rally participants to write their
congressmen and the national
organization of airline pilots to
urge release of the "Damascus
two." He asked that the
demonstrators urge the
congressmen and pilots to
"stop airline traffic to Syria."
Brown read a telegram from
Rep. Manuel Lujan apologizing
for not appearing at the rally,
and offering his help and
cooperation in "doing what I
can for the Damascus two."
Plane Not Returned
William Byatt, electrical
engineering professor, said at
the rally that TWA has said
they will not return the
hijacked plane to the United
States until the two Israeli
'citizens are released. He said
TWA's stand has been
"weakening," and the airline is

now thinking of taking the
plane out of Syria.
Byatt said that he felt some
sort of suit could be brought
against TWA if the plane leaves
Syria. He said he thought it
would be a violation of the
Warsaw Pact.
Brown said the rally was
held on the eve of Hanukkah,
because Hanukkah is a
celebration of peace, and the
Jews "want freedom for the
Damascus two."
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Christmas gifts from Record Rendezvous are unique.
It's practically Impossible to get the wrong size.

~~~~-

area's most complete stereo music center
WINROCK CENtER I1SII

AMERICA'S FIRST CHOICE IN TAPE RECORDERS

30 II MONTE VISTA NE

111~

I

I

I
I

I

I

wagen sedan, very best condition and priced below market vlaue.
I think it was used by a student-mostly for parking!

9~-~--~~~-

1
1

I

If you're looking for economy driving then check this 63 Volks-

If you want a gift idea to pass along, you'll
to pick the
stereo album, tape cartridge or audio accessory you want most.
They'll want to know where they can pick it up. You'll want to
tell them. (Unless you want another plastic scarf.)

l
I

NICE BUG-RIGHT PRICE .

IS LA WlllNT
,AD~
want

I

I

255-1695
(near Girard and Central)

OPEN FRI. NIGHT
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King vs. Henson: More Than Basketball
By PAUL FLECK

two games into the present
season.
Bob King and Lou Henson
But a particular thorn in
have only met seven times as Henson's side is a team from
'Coaching opponents on a the same state called the Lobos
basketball court, but the rivalry and who are coached by a
building between the two man named King. There is a
equals that of coaches who big bad wolf in Henson's
have faced each other every success storybook. Against the
season for decades,
Lobos Mr. Henson has only
Lou Henson has been head been able to win two
coach at New Mexico State for encounters out of seven for a
the last three seasons. He has .286 percentage not very
been an extremely successful complementary to that over-all
•coach record-wise: 68-22 (.745), .745 figure which includes
Asst. Sports Editor

Cycles West Presents

Jose Feliciano--ln Concert
Saturday Nite Dec. 6, 8:30 PM

Civic Auditorium
All SeQts Reserved 3.50, 4.50, 5.50
Available at These locations
Cristy Records-Josephs Indian Shop
Dicks Record Shop-Reidling Music-Record Rendezvous

i{a~nr's

ifltge

HAIR DESIGN FOR MEN
The Natural Hair Grooming Concept
We Do Not Use Nets, Laquers, Sprays,
Heat Jellies, Or Sissy Put Ons.
. . . . So When Your Through Playing
Games Call For An Appointment.
255-0166
5504 Central S,E. (I Blk. East of San Mateo)

OLD TOWN INDIAN
TRADING POST
OH THE PJ.A%4

Ger1iune Indian Reservation
Handmade jewelry & Crafts

those five losses to the Lobos, situation to win the game,
Aggies Ranked Second
62-61. Whether or not it was The game was never in doubt
The Aggies, rated as high as physically possibh! to perform after the opening tip but it
second in the nation, pull into such a feat in one second was was not at all what Aggie fans
Albuquerque Sunday for the not brought up because you had visualized. The Lobos
first of two annual meetings can not argue with the dominated every aspect of the
with the Lobos on Monday "official" clock. Henson 1, game and trounced the Ags by
·86-66. King 4, Henson 2.
night. Lou Henson has been King 0.
From Twenty to Two
aiming at the number one spot
Later in that same season
Henson gathered his f;lrces
in the nation since taking over the Lobos beat the Aggies
at State and each year he 6 5-5 7 before going to the together and stormed
comes closer. In the NCAA National Invitational Albuquerque the following
regional playoffs for the past Tournament in New York City, Saturday afternoon. No one
believed the Lobos could beat
two years, the Aggies have had Henson 1, King 1.
the
Ags by twenty again, but,
the unenviable task of meeting
Meeting number three came
the UCLA Bruins, The Aggies in Januaty, 1968, with the the Arena gave the home team
lost both times as the Bruins Lobos riding a win streak of the advantage they needed to
went on to win the national twelve straight gal]:les. King and hand State its second loss of
championship. This year Henson the Lobos were gaining national the season and Henson his fifth
has a team and a schedule recognition for the second loss in the seven contests with
which has the potential of season in a row. The Aggies New Mexico. A completely
fulfilling that four-year goal.
became victim number thirteen, different game than the one a
It is purely academic where .71-64, in the skein that was few days before, it took a
finally stopped by Arizona, buzzer shot by Petey Gibson
69-68, after seventeen wins. to win it, 68-66. King 5,
Henson 2.
King 2, Henson 1.
So on Monday and a week
After the loss to Arizona,
later
on December 16 when
the schedule showed the Aggies
the
two
teams and the two
next on King's agenda. Henson
coaches
again
face each other,
was determined to turn King's
there
is
something
more than a
win streak into a two-game
bitter
rivalry
going
on between
losing one and he fell one
two
basketball
powers,
might
point shy of the mark as the be interesting to watchIt Coach
Lobos pulled it out 72-71 to
give King a 3-1 series edge on Bob King and Coach Lou
Henson as they chat before the
Henson.
game
and shake hands
Henson's Revenge
afterwards.
Try to figure out
Henson got revenge in the
how
little
things
called respect,
consolation round of the
lpride,
competition,
and victory
NCAA regionals after the
affect
these
two
men.
Lobos had lost to Santa Clara
Bob King
and the Aggies had fallen to
Lew Alcindor and Company,
the Aggies are ranked as far as Playing without Greg Howard
the attendance in the Arena is due to a NCAA rule forbidding
concerned. Tickets for this .transfer students from playing
game are as scarce as adobe in · the tournament, the Aggies
huts in Washington D.C. The took a four point decision
Lobos will be underdogs again despite the location of the
this year, but Lobos fans tourney, the UNM Arena, King
remember last year when the 3, Henson 2.
Aggies were 16-0 and playing
Last season it was the
the Lobos in Las Cruces. There Aggies who jumped off to an
are quite a few Aggie fans who amazing start with sixteen
remember the occasion just as straight in the win column,
vividly. By twenty points in The schedule called for
the first meeting and by two back·to-back encounters
in the return match the between the two rivals in early
following Saturday afternoon, February. Aggie fans were
Henson found himself with a confident since the Lobos were
not-as-attractive 16-2 record,
struggling with a 10-6 record.
King Loses First
The first of the games was
The first meeting between played in the new Pan
Lou Henson
the two mentors came in American Center in Las Cruces,
December, 1966. The Lobos
were 5-0 as they travelled
South for the game. The •
outcome of this game will
probably stand out beyond any
other in King's mind in the
disappointment and bitterness
category. With the Lobos ahead
Yesterday's Results
by one point after an overtime
PUEBLO (B) 31, NAVY (B) 20
Halftime: Pueblo 20, Navy 6
period and two seconds
ltigh Scorera: Pub-Chuck Parham 12,
showing on the scoreboard
Dave Heisler 8. Navy-Rich Glovct" 6
biggest name in
COLLEGE INN 54, KIV11. CLUB 52
clock, it took a Lobo eager
Hnl!time: Klvn Club 34, Collosrc Inn 32
one second (according to the
Hot Dogs"
Hi~:h Scorers: C, J.-Neno Segura 18,
Tom Meyers 10.
scoreboard clock) to dribble 4201 Central N.E. 265-74i6
the length of the court and
Tonight's Games
commit an offensive foul. The ·5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147
Fraternity Le,.guc No. 2
6:45
Aggies who was fouled sank 6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848
Court 1-8igma Phi El>lJUOn vs. Alpha.
Kappa Lnmbda
both ends of a one-and-one

Intramural
Basketball

·Between La Pfacita and La Hacienda

5TEREDSONIC
EQUIPMENT

Court 2-Phl Delta Theta vs. Phi Gamm11.
Delta
Court 3-Delta Sigma Pi vs. Omega. Psi
Phi
Court 4-Knppa Alpha vs. Sigma Chi
Fraternity League No. 1
7:45
Court 1-:-Lnmbda Chi AJphn vs. Pi Knppn
Alpha
·
Court 2-Sigma Alphn Epsilon vs. Phi
Sigma Kappn
Court 3-Alpha Epsilon Pi vo. Kappn
Sigma

5003 MENAUL,BLVO., N.E:.

PHONE

268·4227

Full Line Dealer For
Stereo Sound Equipment

STAMP OUT
POVERTY

PANASONIC
BRIDGEPORT RS-256US

For Yourself ... and it will
he easy to do with this 68
VW Sedan, Light Blue. This
little job is in the very best
condition and it's ideal for
handling, parking, and ccoonorny for you or your wife.
The best part about it is the
price ..$1645•

$89.95

4-track AC stereo cassette tape
deck • Push·button, pop·up cassette system • Push·button recording controls • Pause control
• Fast Forward and Rewind • 3·
position digital tape counter •
Automatic end· of· tape signal
lamp ..• Noise suppressor • Two
roUe~ bar volume controls • Two

VU meters • Stereo/Mono selector switch • Headphone jack •
Solid-state engineered.

PANASONIC.,

TOYOTA .CITY
WE'll BE LOOKING FOR YOU AT

5700 CENTRAL S.W.

P.M.

242-0811

FRI., SAT., & · SUN. till 3

1100

RIO GRANDE NW
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The Crystal Ball
Home Team-Opponent

Charles Wood

Paul Fleck

"Mr. X"

BYU
..

Cal.

BYU

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 5
---~---------

Brigham Young-California
Colorado Stale·N~xas

csu·

Arizona·Weber State
So. Cai.·Colorado

csu

NT

Ariz.
Cola.

Ariz.

Ariz.

-----

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 6
New Mexico-Oregon
Brigham Young-California
·----Air Farce Arizona State

·usc

Arizo~-~ayl~ .. Wichita State-Arizona State

If A Wolf Meets A Duck

•

8

•

Editorial Staff

·-----BYU
csu
wsu

Col~:----- Colo,

--

NM
BYU'

NM
BYU

BYU

NM
BYU

AF

ASU

ASU

ASU

NM

NMSU

NMSU

NMSU

Ariz.
..

Ariz.

Ariz.

Ariz.

Wich.

ASU

Wich.

ASU

MONDAY, DECEMBER B
New Mexico-New Mexico State
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sports
fortune
By CHARLES WOOD
,Lobo Sports Editor
My job as basketball knew we were in trouble.
manager for Coach Bob King
What was supposed to be a
has taken me from Honolulu three-thousand mile flight .felt
to Salt Lake City; from Tucson like a three-thousand mile
to Indianapolis. I've even been rolly-coaster ride. It was bumpy
to Las Cruces, but I bear no and rough and cold. I don't
grudges.
think we got more than 90-feet
Probably the trip you off the ground all night.
remember most of all, though,
It was midnight before we
is your first one. For me, that finally
bedded down in our
was back in December of '67
small
Eugene
motel and the
when we opened our season at
Can
a team
with
next
morning
we
drove up to considerably better players lose
Oregon and Seattle.
the Oregon gym for our. to a less talented team by 11
As you may remember, we
pregame
workout.
points?
weren't supposed to endanger
The
Oregon
gym
is
called
That's what's expected to
many top ten polls that season.
We had lost Mel Daniels, Ben McArthur Court. It seats happen at the Arena tomorrow
Monroe, and all of our other 10,500 pe.ople and is night when the Lobos take on
stars from the year before and surrounded by courtside the visiting Oregon Ducks.
we were a consensus choice to bleachers and three balconies, Gametime is at 8:05 but
earn last place in the WAC. the lowest of which appears students who want good seats
But then that's the way things to be 100-feet above the court. will probably arrive much
happen sometimes.
Sanford told us that people got earlier than that.
Ron Nelson, our senior nose bleeds if they sat in the
The smart money has given
guard, was the only guy who second balcony and that you the Lobos an 11-point
had played for us the previous needed an oxygen mask if you advantage over the tall and
year for any amount of time. sat in the third.
talented Ducks. Oregon (0-2)
We had some good players,
Like I said before, we will enter Albuquerque on the
though, but like Coach King weren't supposed to be any final swing of a six-day road
liked to say, "We're pretty good that year. The Mel trip: The Ducks were beaten
green."
Daniel's team had not only by powerful Wichita State
That's the kind of team we disappointed a lot of Lobo Tuesday and were laced by
took with us when we left followers the year before, but Florida State, who may be the
Albuquerque on a Thursday had made many of them pretty best in the South,, last night.
Oregon's size is startling.
afternoon aboard a TWA jet mad. I remember one character
bound for San Francisco. We who wrote a letter to an Their front line runs 6-9, 6-8,
were supposed to switch planes Albuquerque newspaper about 6-7, 6-7. As players, though,
there and continue on up to this time which said, in effect, none compare with our Willie
Eugene, Oregon, where we that Bob King was a terrible Long (6-7).
The Ducks also have a pair
would open our season on a coach and now that he didn't
Friday night against the Oregon have any good players he was of big guards at 6-5, 6-0. Petey
Gibson, UNM's 5-7 marvel, is
Ducks.
in for a lousy season.
expected
to badly outplay both
Before we finally arrived in
That's what a lot of people
Eugene, though, we had a few thought. But it never turned of them, though.
problems. We had a 15-minute out that way.
stopover in Las Vegas and the
As we drove to the game
paper flowers
minute they rolled the ramp Friday night, I remember
pinatas
up, everyone sprinted off the Smokey Robinson came wailing
plane. I didn't know any better in over the car's radio with his
10%student
and I was wondering what all song, "What Love Has Joined
the excitement was about until Together." It was a great
discount
I saw what everyone was feeling we had. The players
headed for - the one-armed were nervous but the calm,
bandits.
cool night and the song gave
La Pinata
Tow Diehm, our trainer, and everyone a good feeling.
George Maes were the only Everyone knew we were ready
#2 Patio Market
guys who came out ahead. to play that night.
OldTown, Alb.
Tow won five dollars and
It was a great game. Oregon
George, I think, won twenty had an ertthusiastic crowd of
242-2400 o~en 11-9
cents. One of the last of the about 5000 on hand and it
big spenders, I kept playing the was tied, 34-34, at halftime.
nickel machines and won about With just under five minutes to
fifty cents while I was in the go in the game, we were
process of feeding three dollars winning, 56·54 . . Then it
into the metal monsters.
happened. Ron Nelson, who
San Francisco International had been plagueing the Oregon
Airport is a pretty big place defense all night, put in six
and, when we finally arrived straight points to put the game
there, about half the populace out of reach. Oregon made a
of San Francisco appeared to comeback but we · beat if off
be there as well. Then, the and eked out a 64-60 upset to
worst of possible things start a winning streak which
happened to us. Stretch and wouldn't be broken until
Ron Sanford suddenly February.
disappeared.
In the preliminary to our
After 40 minutes of game, the Oregon freshmen had
searching men's rooms, curio taken on some junior college
stands, and snack bars, we from Washington. The local
finally found them. Stretch was papers had been bragging on
at a magazine rack and Ron the freshmen before the game
was buying some picture and they were right. They
postcards.
won, I recall, by sixty points.
lAID
EGG? NEED $$$
We barely had time to eat
At the Arena Saturday
and catch the plane for night, four members of that
We. Buy Musical InstruEugene. The plane turne~ put freshman team will be starting
ments and Other Items
to be something the mrhnes against us when Oregon comes
like to term "local service." At to town. It could be a good
the time, I tho!-lght the ohutfit gam~, . maybe even better than
who . owned 1t must
ave the one we played two years
gotten . it from war . surplus ago. But ten years from now, I
material or something. Then doubt if I'll remember it as
when J saw the machine guns well as 'I do that trip in
200 Central S.E.
still mounted on the Wil,tgs, I December of 1967.

AN

-------------

11

__ ______
.,

famous international dishes
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, Gennan, and others . - -)
lunch 11 :30-2:30 dinner 5:3o-g:3o

413RomeroSt.·N.W.
of Old Town Plaza

2

blocksN.W.
242-4986

llllpress.
your Inother.
Mail her a postcard
from Bonanza.

•''''

l' '

Eat a steak at Bonanza.
Steak dinners $1.29 to $2.89.

571'7 Menaul NE

Phone 265-5272

r

I

I-

I

-·--
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r.:ampus E*riefs
Nazi Film

Two documentary films
about Nazi Germany will be
shown Thursday, Dec. 11,. at
7 :30 p.m. in the Umon
Ballroom.
The program includes the
films "The Triumph of the
Will "
a Nazi Party
docu~entary film, and "Night
and Fog," a 1955 fih~ b"f
Alain Resnais about H1tler s
concentration camps.
(The Lobo had erroneously

reported earlier the films would
be shown this week,)

Activities Center pending
construction of a permanent
roof over the Casa del Sol
patio, Union Director Kerby
Krbec announced yesterday.
Krbec said the move was
forced by inclement weather.
Normal Casa del Sol service
will continue in the Activities
Center lounge, on the second
floor of the Union.

Radio Club
The organizational meeting
of the UNM amateur radio
club will be held today at 7
p.m. in ·Room 143A of the
Farris Engineering Center.

Casa Del Sol
The Casa del Sol dining area
on the second floor of the
Union has been moved to the
south end of the Union

PERSONALS

STOP in and discover n friendly service
station with professionalism. ~ew car
warranty service by mnster mamtenance
procedures. Triple Gold Bond Stamps
commencing Dec. 16. Chuck Paul (UNM)
ass't. manager. Ray's ENCO, Lomas and
Washington. 268-8408. 12/17

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

WANTED: Copies of Davies, Rapid
Method for Determining Significance of
Differences Between Percentages, Call
· 842-5788 evenings. 12/5
DEADLINE for inserting classified 8 :SO
p.m.-will go In next day's Lobo.
Sand and Sun in OLD TOWN is your"
headquarters for groovy Leather Pants,
Fringe Jackets, Frjnge Vests, and
Fringe Handbags. 243-7909.
NEED A RIDE HOME! :for the Christm";"
holidays? Find one W1th the Lobo Class1·
fied Ads.
SENIOR-Be sure to have your class pic·
ture taken for the Mirage. No chargethree poses three prints. Pictures taken
at UNM Photo Service. Call 277-5743 to
schedule.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. Share
two-bedroom house near "UNM. Phone
265-0754.12/8
GffiLS I Coffee, 'l'ea or You? Be a woman
of the world. Be a TWA Hostess. Attend
recruiting tea Saturday, December 6, 2·4
p.m. 1701 Mesa Vista NE. 12/8
OPENINGS on business . •fa!! of exp~ri·
mental campus pubhcnttonj
flexJble
hours; yariablc work schedule. Rm. 205
J ournnl1sm Bldg,
MARRlED COUPLES : Watch sni<;J d!""·
onstration. Earn. $5. No obligation.
Phone 299-81i15. 12/4
WANTED • ride to eastern Pennsylvania
for ChristmM holidays. Call 242-2481
u!tcr 4:30. 12/4
URGENT-need rille tc Connecticult for
Chri9tmns vacation. Shnrc expensES . .
842-8529 or 268-4958. 12/10

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOST: Silver charm bracelet. If found
please call 344-3183. Reward offered.
12/11
FOUND: At Univ. Stadium a 1969 elMs
~ing from DeWitt Clinton H.S. Owner
;,ay claim by contacting Coach Hackett
at Johnson Gym.
LOST: Two silver rings, one with blua
&tone· one with purpla oval stone. Sentimental value. ReWard. Call 842-9941.
12/8

3)

SERVICES

BE SURE to check the Lost & Found
service in the lobby of the SUB for
your lost items.

5)

FOR SALE

CUDDLY SIAMESE . KITTENS. 268·8911
after 5:30 weekdays or on weekends.
12/11
BLACK PERSIAN LAMB short cont. In
good condition. Inquire at 242-1557.

LOTUS CORTINA. DOHC 4,. d'!nl wel:e!"",
rebuilt engine and transmission, rad1o,
heater. Best offer. 344-7812.
1967 COUGAR-16,000-$1950 289 Engine
3·speed, console radio, naugahyde, tan
pendability.
Bart: 298·7791,
256·2905,
inside/out. Wonderful
car I Super
de277-5286. 12/5

Friday, December 5 .
U.S. Depnrtment of the IJ)terJOr, O!fice
of Survey and Review, A:ud1t. Opera}10ns
BBA-Accounting, or maJor m Busmess
which ls supplemented. by at lea~t. 24 semcstel' hours in nccountmg & auditing, also
MBA in Accounting .
.
University of Cahforma, Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory-Physics, Ma.th., EE
ME, ChE, NucE. (BS, MS, PhD)

MOVING & STORAGE
Global Van Lines
·
& Agent
St ge
All Types Movmg · 0~
Moving Is Our Only Busmess
For Free Estimates
Call 255·6364

,-~~~~~~~~~~~~~;

who cares about a
35 year old vir?in?

UNM Regents AuthOfize NM Quarterly Release
Discussion Brings Unanimous Decision

.,.UNM's Regents voted
The FPC had earlier asked
unanimously Saturday to
the
Regents to reconsider their
authorize release of the New
decision
of Aug. 17 to now
Mexico Quarterly.
allow the Quarterly to be
The controversial literary distributed. Part" of the
magazine had been locked up
since last August when distribution had already been
University President Ferrel completed when Heady ordered
the remaining copies be locked
Heady ordered distribution up.
stopped
because of
The Regents at that time
"objectionable" material supported
Heady's action,
contained in the issue.
Saturday,
Heady
The decision to allow final told the however,
regents
he
distribution to be made came
recommended
the
magazine
be
after approximately 30 mi.nutes
released
and
that
final
of discussion in which law distribution be made.
professor Walter Barnett told
The motion to release the
the Regents the continued Quarterly
requires the
suppression of the Quarterly
University
to
ascertain
would have "a chilling effect" which subscribers first
still desire to
on the University Community. receive their copy. If a
Barnett said the University
community "views this act to subscriber tells the University
withhold the Quarterly as an he does not want the Quarterly
sent then that subscriber will
act of censorship ... (and) one receive
a refund for his
act of censorship can destroy subscription.
the University."
Barnett, who argued the case
Inappropriate
for the FPC, told the Regents
The motion to release the their earlier decision to
Quarterly was made by Regent suppress the Quarterly was inferior quality" as to make it
L. W. Wilkinson who said viewed as ''an act of worthless.
although he supported the
No Euphemisms
and a direct threat
Faculty Policy Committee's censorship"
"I
cannot
personally view
to academic freedom.
(FPC) request to release the
the
issue
or
anything
as
Barnett added that the obscene," he said, "andin asit for
Quarterly, "I still feel at this Regents
would be correct in
time the Quarterly is probably
their
decision
withhold the second point of inferior
an inappropriate issue for the distribution if theto publication
quality, to be faithful to its
University to sponsor."
purpose
it (the Quarterly)
was "obscene or of such
,,~----~i"T""..--:-"'--~-~-----~~--:----·-···--- ......__.. __ ,,____.,_,._....._·- ......... ..... ..... would have to use Anglo-saxon
.

•

•THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD .STILL

One of the most intelligent and d:stmgUtshe~ of the
ASUNM
science fiction films.
Tomght
7 & 10 p.m.
Film Committee
50¢ with ID

every

girl's
life. ••

TWO SPAULDING Pancho, Gonzales ten•

•·catherine S[Jaak

gut-$16.00; on strung w1th heavy duty
nylon-$7 .00; al3o one small wood~n art
cnse-$1.50. Call u!ter 9 p.m. dally or
all day weekends 265·6548,
AWARD WINNING, hand crafted dolls of
all kinds. Call 256·3043. 12/10

tJ.Jith envy••• anlt

"J'Iltti<<'H
IIuyh II<'fru•r's
Pllt1JlW1J P<'11l110UH('

is Curious Green,

tournament

lool< lll<e "

decides to become

1l1lr8('l.1J SrluJOl! u

a one-t.uontan

-ABC·TV

J(ittscy ae:r: surt'el/."
_,,. 1•'-tr•. WiNS,,jlo•

EMPLOYMENT

FEMALE VOCALIST WANTED. Soul.
Steady job, good salary. Call 898-0742.
NEW COMPANY We offer Interesting
PR type work evenings for personable
nttrnctive woman. Good earning ,Pqten·
t'al Guaranteed salary nnd commlSsions.
For appointment call Artique Photos.
255·2815 8 :30 a.m.-5 :00 p.m. 12/8
FULL AND PART-TIME help wanted.
Need waitress~. bartenders; cooks. and
busboys. Prefer 21 or over. EXPen~n~e
not needed. Call Dave Valdez, Pep1nos
Pizza Joint, 8700 Menaul NE. 299-6666.
12/8
INTERESTED in saving a.nd makhig
money? Call Gary Gillespie-243-0995.

EASTMAN COLOR

7:30 9: IS
DOH P.AH'CHO'S _ _ _ __ .
2108 CENTRAL S.E./247-4414

1/14

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

[~

~

£A

"~

weco

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISE/v\ENT _ _:__TIMES STARTING _ __

STAitJIINo

JENNIFER JONES . ,........
JORDAN CHRISTOPHER· HOI.LY NEAR· LOU RA~LS c~1~1~so~VfA~~
...RODDY MCDOWALL....SAHTORO"C:,~~~~Jf l!!@f~~~
ENCLOSED$·--~-

PLACED BY---~-----~-

Congressman Gerald Ford (R-Mich)
characterized thP. · Nixon
~i administration as one of "reform seeldng
[1 new directions . for the next decade."
~j
"Reform is the watchword of the Nixon
~I administration," Ford said.
!·l Ford, who spoke to an audience of less
f"l than 200 last night in Popejoy .Hall, s~id
(~Nixon had originated at least ftve maJor
~~ reforms si11ce assuming the Presidency last
tj January.
~ Included in those reforms are "new
tJ directions il1 American foreign policy," draft
fJ reform the change of the welfare system to
1ij one ~f "workfare," tax refo~, . and. an
S increased effort to combat or~atuzed crn~e.
I)
The primary aspect of Ntxon's foreign
~j p"olicy is the "Vietnamization of the
ffi Vietnam w~r," Ford said. "From. all the
E! informatton I have I thmk the
~ Vietna~zation is proceeding very well.
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Nixon Administration 'One of Reform'
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Gerald Ford Says Presidenf Is Working For Peace
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TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

'~One act of censorship can destroy the University"

To Bogart Peter Stuyvesant
the whole world 1s
a bedroom.

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
. $2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

,,

words not Latin euphemisms."
said. However, "we (the
The subject of the Quarterly Regents) have no intention of
is "The Contemporary suppressing academic freedom."
American Imagination."
counterE<d, "This one
"What appears to us to be act Barnett
of withholding this issue
the real reason for censorship will have a chilling effect" on
of this issue" is that some University members who may
people in the state might find become afraid to express their
it objectionable, Barnett said.
opinions.
"The Policy Committee is
"I really don't believe you
really begging you not to reduce think we are going to suppress
UNM to the level of a academic freedom," Wilkinson
finishing school or at best a said.
follower" of other institutions
Regents President Arturo
where University members here Ortega, however, disagreed with
are not allowed to expound Wilkinson. "I think it may
any ideas until they have been have already had a chilling
discussed at some other school. effect." The fact that the
Barnett asked if the Regents did not suppress the
Quarterly remained suppressed Quarterly until after it had
would the "art department been published and distributiu:d
then have to cover nude begun could easily be viewed
models with fig leafs" because as censorship, Ortega said.
they offend some people?
"Although some of the
He added there was nothing material in the Quarterly is
in the Quarterly which the worthless to me individually,"
U.S. Supreme Court would rule Ortega added, "I should not be
obscene.
able" to suppress it for
Rule Out Obscenity
everyone else.
Wilkinson, however, said the
Heady's Recommendation
Supreme Court decisions on
After
the vote was taken
what is or is not obscene have Ortega said,
"Let me state so
resulted in practically nothing
there
are
no
mistakes that
being considered obscene any there was never any
feeling on
more. "So we can pretty well my part that this was an
rule out the question of
abridgement of academic
obscenity.
freedom. If I had felt that
"I think the subject matter there
was I would never have
being what it was we could
voted''
to suppress the
pretty much expect to get
Quarterly the first time the
what we got and it was not question arose.
what we wanted," Wilkinson
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SIGNATURE PORTABLE TYPEW.~IT
ER carrying case. Perfect condition.
$50: Call 242-1096, 12/8
FURNITURE: Couchs $50 & $8: C~nirs
$18 & $12· Maple Table $20: Refr~ger
ntor $31i; 'E!ec. Stove $35; ~~: I:oolPing Pong Tahle $60; V1olm, Gu1tar,
T.V, $20. 298-9842. 12/8
LATE MODEL '68 T R I U M ~ H 500.
$750.00. Call 255-7121 after "'"· 12/10
1968 OPEL KADET 1500, 2 dr., excellent
condition, still on f'nctory warranty.
$1,295, 277-2581. 12/10
ONE PUREBRED WHIPPET female
puppy with papers and shots. $4!i.OO.
Call 265-6548.

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Persona Is
5. For Sale

No. 58

There
cornes

SOlENCE & l)NGINEERING BOOKS
from JPL Library. Cnso. Grande Bookstore, 3110 Edith NE. 12/8

6)

Monday, December 8, 1969

"This does not involve academic freedom."

MADLY IN LOVE? "Orange BIOIISom"
engagement ring. Save $$$. 842-8210.
12/8
DODGE: 1963 Carryall; 4 speed, 6 cylinder,
very tough. 877-3855. 12/8

w~th

Vol. 73

- - APACA INC.

NEED EXTRA CHRISTMAS MONEY?
Sell it in the Lobo Classified Ads.
COMPLETE HI-FI SOUND SYSTEM: 40
watt stereo amplifier, AR-4 spea'!'ers,
Garrard changer, Pickering ~rtndge.
255-5211. 12/8
1965 CHEVROLET IMPA~A: 4 .J~oor
Sports Sedan, 327 . ~ngme, or1gtnnl
owner, exccll~nt condition, rafiio-heater..
air conditiomng-power steenng, auto-k
matic transmission, call 247-8558. As •
ing $1,165.00. 12/8

nis rackets: one strung

Tuesday, December 9
.
Moore Business Forms-Busin~s Admmistrn.tion, Liberal Arts, Accountmg
Wedncedny, December 10 .•.
Atlantic. Richfield, lfanford DtvtatonChemistry, ChE (BS, MS), ME (BS)
Battelle Northwest-Metallurgy, Chern,
l'hysics ME EE, ChE, Nuc,E (BS, MS)
HoneYwell,' Inc-EE ME (BS, MS, Php)

Newsreel will show
"community Control" a film,
on the New York teachers'
strike this afternoon at 4 in
Mitch~ll Hall. The film deals
with black and Puerto Rican
communities' struggle to control
their schools and their
neighborhoods.

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.
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Newsreel

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per W?rd, 20 word ~inimum ($1.40) per t1me r~. If ad 1s.to
run five or more consecutive days With
no changes th~ rate is reduced to 5o
Per
word
and the minimum number of
words
to 10.

Recruiting U .

Recruiters representing the following
companies or agencies will visit ~he Clmter
to interview candidates for positiOns:

"President Nixon is moving vigorously to

ti end the American role in Vietnam, and,

hopefully, to end the war. He is winding
down the war and is doing everything he
reasonably can to achieve a breakthrough at
the peace table.
"With the peace negotiations stuck on
dead center because of enemy intransigence,
'Vietnamization' has become the key to
disengaging the United States from the
Vietnam war.... We certainly cannot stay in'
South Vietnam forever. If the Saigon
government is to stand, it must ultimately
learn. to stand alone," he said.
He added that Nixon's policy of
de-escalation as opposed to the "escalation
of the two previous administrations" is a
sign of Nixon's sincerity in trying to achieve
"an honorable end to the Vietnam conflict."
"The recently adopted lottery system is
not the total answer but is a step in the
right direction" in reforming the dra£t
system. "And I hope and trust that within
no ·too many months we can move into an
all volunteer Army," Ford said.
The· present social security system, F'ord

~--------------------------

said, "ought to be junked .... President Nixon
has proposed the first major reform of this
country's welfare system since it was first
established. This is why the President urges
workfare instead of welfare."
Nixon has proposed that welfare
recipients be given job training in order to
get them off welfare, Ford said. "Under the
present system there is no incentive to get
off of social security,H
Ford also said the House of
Representatives ·tax reform bill was "long
overdue". That bill is now being considered
by the Senate. "I have some reservations
about what. the Senate will do to the bill.
When it was passed by the House it was a
genui11e reform bill but the Senate has made
it a Christmas tree.''
The Nixon administration, Ford said, is
also dedicated to fighting organized crime.
"The first civil right of every American is
the right to protection from crime and
violence," and the Nixon administration is
working to guarantee that right, he said.

